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An interacting spinless fermion wire coupled to a three-dimensional (3D) semiconducting substrate
is approximated by a narrow ladder model (NLM) with varying number of legs. We compute density
distributions, gaps, charge-density-wave (CDW) order parameters, correlation functions, and the
central charge using the density-matrix renormalization group method. Three ground-state phases
are observed: a one-component Luttinger liquid, a quasi-one-dimensional (1D) CDW insulator,
and a band insulator. We investigated the convergence of the NLM properties with increasing
number of legs systematically and confirm that the NLM is a good approximation for the quasi-1D
phases (Luttinger liquid and CDW) of the 3D wire-substrate model. The quantum phase transitions
between these phases are investigated as function of the coupling between wire and substrate. The
critical nearest-neighbor interaction increases with increasing coupling between wire and substrate
and thus the substrate stabilizes the Luttinger liquid in the wire. Our study confirms that a Luttinger
liquid or CDW insulator phase could occur in the low-energy properties of atomic wires deposited
on semiconducting substrates.
I. INTRODUCTION
Atomic wires on semiconducting surfaces are prime
candidates to realize the physics of one-dimensional (1D)
correlated electrons [1–3] but the interpretations of ex-
perimental results are highly controversial. For instance,
Au/Ge(001) [4, 5], Bi/InSb(100) [6] and Pt/Ge(100) [7, 8]
have been described as quasi-1D conductors and thus as
possible realizations of Luttinger liquids [9–11]. Charge-
density-wave (CDW) states [12, 13] have been reported in
In/Si(111) [14, 15] and Au/Si(553) [16, 17]. However, the
theory of correlated electrons in quasi-1D systems is well
established only for isolated chains and narrow ladders,
as well as for anisotropic bulk electronic systems [10–
12, 18]. It has not been extended yet to account for the
influence of a three-dimensional (3D) host such as a semi-
conducting substrate on the properties of a 1D Luttinger
liquid or an electronic CDW.
The physical properties of Luttinger liquids and CDW
systems can be studied theoretically using lattice mod-
els. In principle, the properties of quasi-1D lattice models
can be calculated using the density matrix renormaliza-
tion group (DMRG) method [19–22]. However, DMRG
cannot treat 3D lattice models for wire-substrate systems
directly. Therefore, in a previous publication [23], we in-
troduced a 3D lattice model for a correlated atomic wire
deposited on a substrate and showed how to map it ex-
actly onto a two-dimensional (2D) ladder-like lattice that
can be approximated by quasi-1D narrow ladder models
(NLM) with increasing number of legs. We demonstrated
the approach using the 1D Hubbard model to represent
a correlated atomic wire [24]. Due to the high compu-
tational cost of DMRG for electronic ladder systems, we
were not able to study the convergence (and thus the
stability of 1D features) with the number of legs system-
atically.
In this paper, we apply the NLM approach to a corre-
lated wire represented by the 1D spinless fermion (1DSF)
model [10, 11]. This model is defined by the Hamiltonian
H = −tw
Lx−1∑
x
(
c†xcx+1 +H.c.
)
(1)
+V
Lx−1∑
x
(
c†x+1cx+1 −
1
2
)(
c†xcx −
1
2
)
where cx (c
†
x) annihilates (creates) a spinless fermion on
site x residing in a 1D lattice with length Lx. The pa-
rameter tw determines the hopping amplitude between
nearest-neighbor sites while V determines the strength
of the Coulomb interaction between nearest-neighbor
fermions. As the model exhibits a particle-hole symme-
try that changes the sign of the hopping term only, we
can assume without loss of generality that tw ≥ 0.
This model is exactly solvable using the Bethe Ansatz
method and its properties are well known [10, 25]. Here
we focus on the repulsive case V ≥ 0 and thus the (grand-
canonical) ground state occurs at half filling, i.e. for
N = Lx/2 spinless fermions on the lattice. The model
exhibits two different ground-state phases at half-filling
as a function of V ≥ 0. In the range V ≤ 2tw the ground-
state density distribution is uniform, nx =
〈
c†xcx
〉
= 1
2
.
The excitation spectrum is gapless and its low-energy sec-
tor is described by a one-component Luttinger liquid. For
V > 2tw, the 1DSF model exhibits a spontaneous broken-
symmetry ground state with a CDW nx =
1
2
+ (−1)xδ
(0 < |δ| < 1
2
) while its excitation spectrum is gapped.
VCDW = 2tw is the quantum critical point of the contin-
uous quantum phase transition between the CDW and
the Luttinger liquid phases.
In this paper we investigate the fate of theses phases
when the wire is coupled to a semiconducting substrate.
DMRG allows us to compute broader ladder systems for
spinless fermions than for electronic models. For this
study we have used NLM with up to 15 legs. The slow
increase of entanglement with the number of legs in the
2NLM [24] allows us to study large ladder widths with high
accuracy and reasonable computational cost. Therefore,
we can perform a more accurate study of the convergence
with the number of legs and confirm that the NLM ap-
proach can describe the quasi-1D low-energy physics oc-
curring in 3D wire-substrate systems. We demonstrate
that Luttinger liquids and CDW states remain stable
when coupled to a non-interacting gapped substrate and
thus shed some light on these hallmarks of 1D correlated
electron systems in atomic wires deposited on semicon-
ducting substrates.
II. MODELS
A. 3D wire-substrate model
We start from a 3D wire-substrate model that is similar
to the one introduced in our previous work [23]. However,
we consider only spinless fermions and the 1DSF Hamil-
tonian (1) is substituted for the 1D Hubbard Hamilto-
nian. The full Hamiltonian takes the form
H = −tw
∑
x
(
c†wxcw,x+1 +H.c.
)
+V
∑
x
(
c†wx+1cwx+1 −
1
2
)(
c†wxcwx −
1
2
)
+
∑
b,r
ǫbc
†
brcbr − ts
∑
〈rr′〉
∑
b
(
c†brcbr′ +H.c.
)
−tws
∑
b,<x,r>
(
c†brcwx +H.c.
)
. (2)
The substrate lattice is a cubic lattice of size Lx ×
Ly×Lz with open boundary conditions in the z-direction
and periodic boundary conditions in the x and y direc-
tions. The sum over r runs over all substrate lattice
sites and the sum over 〈rr′〉 is over all pairs of nearest-
neighbor sites in the substrate. The substrate is modeled
by a tight-binding Hamiltonian with nearest-neighbor
hopping ts and two orbitals per site, one for the valence
band and one for the conduction band. The operator
c†br creates a spinless fermion on the site with coordi-
nates r = (x, y, z) in the valence (b = v) or conduction
(b = c) orbital. In momentum space the single-particle
dispersions take the form
ǫb(k) = ǫb − 2ts[cos(kx) + cos(ky) + cos(kz)], (3)
where kx, ky ∈ [−π, π] and kz ∈ [0, π] while ǫb = ±ǫs
denotes the on-site energies for the valence and conduc-
tion (b = v,c) bands. Thus there is an indirect gap
∆s = 2ǫs − 12ts between the bottom of the conduction
band and the top of the valence band. The spectrum
is gapped only if ǫs > 6ts and this condition must be
fulfilled to represent a semiconducting substrate.
The wire is aligned with the substrate surface in the
x-direction at the position y = y0 ∈ {1, . . . , Ly} and
z = 0. The operator c†wx creates a spinless fermion on
the wire site at the position r = (x, y0, 0). The last
term in (2) represents the hybridization between the wire
and the substrate which is a single-particle hopping tws
between each wire site and the adjacent substrate site at
the position r = (x, y0, 1). The sums over x run over all
wire sites from 1 to Lx.
Note that the Hamiltonian (2) describes a single wire.
Real systems of atomic wires on semiconducting sub-
strates are made of several parallel wires. Thus we as-
sume here that the (direct or substrate-mediated) inter-
actions between wires can be neglected. This is justified
in first approximation for Luttinger liquids and ground-
state CDW phases. Several parallel wires would have
to be taken into account to study quasi-1D long-range
ordered phases at finite temperature, however.
B. Narrow ladder model
Applying the exact mapping introduced in our previ-
ous work [23] to the Hamiltonian (2), we get a ladder-
like Hamiltonian on a 2D lattice of size Lx ×M where
M = 2LyLz + 1 is the number of legs
H = −tw
∑
x
(
g†x,0gx+1,0 +H.c.
)
+V
∑
x
(
g†x+1,0gx+1,0 −
1
2
)(
g†x,0gx,0 −
1
2
)
−ts
M−1∑
n=1
∑
x
(
g†xngx+1,n +H.c.
)
−
M−2∑
n=0
trungn+1
∑
x
(
g†xngx,n+1 +H.c.
)
. (4)
Here, g†xn creates a fermion at position x in the n-th
leg (n = 0, . . . ,M − 1). The first leg (n = 0) is iden-
tical with the wire, in particular g†x0 = c
†
wx, while legs
n = 1, . . . ,M−1 correspond to successive substrate shells
around the wire. The Hamiltonian (4) consists of the
original 1DSF model on the leg representing the corre-
lated atomic wire, an intra-leg hopping ts in every leg rep-
resenting the substrate, and a nearest-neighbor rung hop-
ping trungn between substrate legs n− 1 and n. The first
two rung hoppings trung1 =
√
2tws and t
rung
2 =
√
3t2s + ǫ
2
s
can be obtained algebraically. For larger n, trungn+1 can
be computed easily using the Lanczos algorithm as de-
scribed in Sec. III of Ref. [23]. The precise relation be-
tween the operators c†br and g
†
xn is also explained there.
Obviously, this 2D model can be approximated by re-
stricting the number of legs that are taken into account.
This corresponds to substituting Nleg(≤ M) for M in
the Hamiltonian (4). This approximation will become
better when Nleg increases up to M . In our previous
works [23, 24] we showed that one can already obtain
useful information about the low-energy properties of the
Hubbard wire (such as correlation functions along the
3wire, excitations localized in or around the wire) using
narrow ladders with Nleg << M . Here we apply this
approach to the spinless fermion model (2). As for the
Hubbard chain we have found that the number of legs
Nleg must be an odd number to represent correctly the
valence and conduction bands.
Throughout this work we will take the energies in the
unit of ts. The wire parameter is fixed to tw = 3ts and
the on-site energy is fixed to ǫs = 7ts. The resulting in-
direct substrate band gap is ∆s = 2ǫs− 12ts = 2ts in the
absence of any interaction with the wire. The 1D band
of the noninteracting (V = 0) and uncoupled (tws = 0)
wire is centered around the middle of the substrate gap.
We focus on the half-filled band case where the number
of spinless fermions is N = LxM/2 = LxLyLz+Lx/2 for
the 3D model (2) or N = LxNleg/2 for a NLM with Nleg
legs. Due to the particle-hole symmetry of the Hamilto-
nian, the Fermi energy is always equal to zero and thus
in the middle of the wire band. Moreover, the average
number of spinless fermions on the wire is always equal to
Lx/2 although the actual number fluctuates significantly
as soon as the hybridization with the substrate is turned
on (tws 6= 0). As discussed in our previous works [23, 24]
the effective substrate band gaps ∆s(Nleg) of the NLM
are larger than the true substrate band gap ∆s but con-
verge to ∆s for Nleg → ∞. This overestimation of the
substrate band gap is the leading cause for quantitative
differences between the 3D wire-substrate model and its
NLM approximations for Nleg < M .
III. METHODS
DMRG is a well-established numerical method for
studying quasi-1D correlated quantum lattice systems
with short-range interactions [19–22]. For 2D systems
and ladders, however, DMRG is limited by an expo-
nential increase of CPU time and required memory as
a function of the lattice width or the number of legs, re-
spectively. As discussed in Ref. [24], this problem is less
severe when applying DMRG to the NLM because the
number of gapless excitation modes does not increase
with the number of legs when the substrate is gapped.
This is reflected in the relatively slow growth of entan-
glement with the ladder width. Moreover, the smaller
dimension of the site Hilbert space in a spinless fermion
model reduces the required computational cost in com-
parison to the Hubbard model studied in Ref. [24].
In the present work the ground-state properties of
NLM with up to Nleg = 15 legs were computed. Ob-
viously the ladder Hamiltonian (4) is not periodic in the
rung direction. We also used open boundary conditions
in the leg direction (x-direction) and always took an even
number of rungs up to Lx = 200 for broad ladders and
up to Lx = 500 for three-leg ladders. We used the finite-
system DMRG algorithm with up to m = 512 density-
matrix eigenstates kept in the calculations yielding dis-
carded weights smaller than 10−6. The truncation er-
rors were investigated by varying the number of density-
matrix eigenstates and extrapolating ground-state ener-
gies to the limit of vanishing discarded weights [26].
IV. RESULTS
For V = 0 the low-energy excitations of the half-
filled NLM (4) are gapless and localized in or around
the wire for any hybridization strength tws, resulting in
a 1D metal. As mentioned in Sec. I, the ground state
of the isolated half-filled 1DSF model (corresponding to
tws = 0) undergoes a continuous quantum phase transi-
tion at VCDW = 2tw = 6ts from a Luttinger liquid to a
gapped CDW for increasing interaction V . We will in-
vestigate the stability of these quasi-1D phases and their
phase transition when the wire is hybridized with the
substrate (tws 6= 0). First, we discuss the behavior of the
single-particle gap Ep as a function of the interaction
strength V and the wire-substrate hybridization tws for
finite-size NLM to give a general overview of the physics
in this model. Finite-size effects, order parameter and
correlation functions will be addressed in the subsequent
subsections.
The single-particle gap Ep at half filling is defined as
Ep = E0(N + 1) + E0(N − 1)− 2E0(N) (5)
where E0(N
′) represents the ground-state energy of a
ladder with N ′ fermions and N = LxNleg/2. This gap
is shown in Fig. 1 for a 3-leg and a 15-leg NLM with
Lx = 128 for two values of the wire-substrate hybridiza-
tion tws = 0.5ts and 4ts. We see that the gap Ep increases
monotonically with the interaction strength V up to a
value VBI where it abruptly saturates to a constant value,
which is equal to the effective band gap ∆s(Nleg) in the
NLM, ∆s(Nleg = 3) ≈ 10.4ts and ∆s(Nleg = 15) ≈ 3.3ts,
respectively.
This saturation effect is similar to the one observed
previously in the Hubbard wire-substrate model [23, 24]
and has a similar origin. The lowest excitations are lo-
calized in the wire as along as they are gapless or have a
gap smaller than ∆s(Nleg). However, the CDW gap in-
creases with the interaction V up to ∞ and thus always
reaches the value ∆s(Nleg) for a finite coupling V = VBI.
For larger V the low-energy excitations are delocalized
in the substrate legs and correspond to excitations from
the valence band to the conduction band in the 3D wire-
substrate model (2). This interpretation is confirmed by
the excitation density discussed in Sec IVA. Therefore,
this phase is best described as a band insulator.
In Fig. 1(a) we display Ep as a function of V for a
weak hybridization tws = 0.5ts. This gap is very close to
the one obtained for the isolated 1DSF chain (1) up to
VBI. Note that the finite gaps seen for weak V are due to
finite-size effects and vanish in the thermodynamic limit
(1/Lx → 0) as shown in Sec. IVC. For intermediate cou-
pling (6ts . V < VBI) the NLM exhibits a gap similar to
the one found in the CDW phase of the 1DSF model. The
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FIG. 1. Single-particle gap Ep as a function of the nearest-
neighbor interaction V for a 3-leg and a 15-leg NLM as well
as for the 1DSF model. In all three cases the system length
is Lx = 128. Panel (a) shows results for tws = 0.5ts and
panel (b) for tws = 4ts. Vertical lines show the critical cou-
pling VCDW = 6ts of the isolated spinless fermion chain in the
thermodynamic limit while horizontal lines shows the effective
substrate band gaps ∆s(Nleg).
existence of a CDW order will be discussed in Sec. IVB.
Finally, the gap saturates at VBI ≈ 22ts for Nleg = 3
and VBI ≈ 13ts for Nleg = 15. Thus we expect to ob-
serve three possible phases in the half-filled NLM: a one-
component Luttinger liquid phase for 0 < V < VCDW,
a (quasi-1D) CDW phase for VCDW < V < VBI, and a
band insulator for V > VBI. The investigation of the first
two phases and the transition at VCDW will be the focus
of the next subsections.
For larger values of wire-substrate hybridization, e.g.
tws = 4ts in Fig. 1(b), the behavior of Ep remains qualita-
tively similar. The saturation coupling VBI increases with
tws and reaches VBI ≈ 30ts for Nleg = 3 and VBI ≈ 17ts
for Nleg = 15. For V < VBI we have found that the
value of Ep decreases slightly when tws increases. This
effect indicates an hybridization-induced reduction of the
effective interaction in the wire, which we will discuss in
Sec. IVC for the CDW phase and in Sec. IVD for the
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FIG. 2. Distribution of the single-particle excitation density
C(n) [see Eq, (6)] between the legs of a three-leg NLM of
length Lx = 128 with (a) tws = 0.5 and (b) tws = 4.
Luttinger liquid.
Finally, we note that the overall behavior of the gap re-
mains qualitatively similar for NLM with different num-
bers of legs (as long as Nleg ≥ 3 is an odd number).
The value of VBI decreases significantly with increasing
Nleg, however. This decrease is due to the reduction of
the effective band gap ∆s(Nleg) in the NLM, as already
found in our previous work [23, 24]. Nevertheless, we will
argue in Sec. IVF that the results remain qualitatively
similar for Nleg →∞ and thus for the 3D wire-substrate
model (2).
A. Excitation density
The existence of phases with quasi-1D low-energy ex-
citations is confirmed by the distribution of the excess
density in the legs when one spinless fermion is added
to the half-filled NLM. This corresponds to the density
distribution of the lowest single-particle excitation with
the excitation energy given by Eq. (5). The distribution
is defined as the difference in the total density on leg n
5between the doped and the half-filled ground states
C(n) =
〈
Lx∑
x=1
g†xngxn
〉
− Lx
2
. (6)
The expectation value is calculated for the ground-state
with N ′ = N + 1 spinless fermions.
The distribution is displayed in Fig. 2 for a 3-leg
NLM as a function of V . For a weak hybridization
tws = 0.5ts, Fig. 2(a) shows that the lowest excitation
(additional fermion) is almost entirely localized on the
wire for V < VBI but almost entirely on the substrate
legs for V > VBI. For strong wire-substrate hybridiza-
tion the density distribution between the legs is more
complex. As we can see in Fig. 2(b) for tws = 4ts, C(n)
is non-monotonic as a function of V and n. Moreover, the
transition at V = VBI is not so abrupt as for weak tws.
Nevertheless, the lowest excitation still has a significant
probability to be on the wire leg for V < VBI while it
is almost entirely concentrated on the substrates legs for
larger V . We have no explanation for the non-monotonic
behavior.
For broader NLM with up to 15 legs, we have found
that the excitation density is distributed over all legs for
V > VBI as expected for the band insulator [24] but
remains concentrated on the wire leg and the first few
substrate legs for weaker interactions V . Therefore, the
analysis of the excitation density distribution between
legs confirms the localization of the lowest excitation on
or around the wire for V < VBI and thus the existence of
an effective 1D system in the NLM as well as in the 3D
wire-substrate model (2).
B. CDW order parameter
The half-filled 1DSF model exhibits long-range CDW
order for V > VCDW = 2tw. In the NLM we also ob-
serve an oscillating local density for large enough cou-
pling V but the critical coupling VCDW depends on the
wire-substrate hybridization. These oscillations have the
form
〈g†xngxn〉 =
1
2
+ (−1)n(−1)xδn,x (7)
where δn,x is a slowly varying function of x due the open
boundary condition in the x-direction used for DMRG
calculations. Thus we can write a CDW order parameter
for each leg
δn =
1
Lx
∑
x
(−1)x〈g†xngxn〉 =
2
Lx
∑
even x
(
〈g†xngxn〉 −
1
2
)
,
(8)
where the expectation value is calculated for the ground
state at half filling. Strictly, the order parameters cal-
culated with (8) should always vanish in a finite NLM
(Lx < ∞). It is a useful side-effect of the density-
matrix truncation errors that DMRG reveals this broken-
symmetry ground state in finite-size ladders. However,
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FIG. 3. Absolute values of the CDW order parameter δn
[see Eq. (8)] on each leg (n = 0, 1, 2) in a 3-leg NLM of length
Lx = 128 as a function of the nearest-neighbor interaction V
for several values of tws.
the accuracy of δn is poor in the critical region, i.e., when
the ladder length Lx is not much longer than the corre-
lation length.
These order parameters are shown for a 3-leg NLM
and several values of tws in Fig. 3. Clearly δn remains
equal to zero in all legs up to a coupling that we identify
as (a first estimation of) VCDW. Indeed, we will see in
6the next subsection that the single-particle gap opens
close to this value as a function of V . Note that VCDW
increases significantly with tws. Thus the wire-substrate
hybridization appears to hinder the formation of a CDW
ground state. For V > VCDW we observe that the order
parameter on the wire δ0 increases monotonically with
V . It continues to increase in the band insulating phase
(V > VBI) and converges toward its largest possible value
(|δ0| = 1/2) as V → ∞. This behavior shows that the
wire preserves its identity as a CDW chain even in the
band-insulating phase, albeit it does no longer determine
the low-energy physics of the system.
The nearest-neighbor interaction in the wire can also
induce a CDW in the substrate for V > VCDW as shown
by Figs. 3(b) and (c). As expected the sign of the order
parameters δn alternates as (−1)n. The amplitude of the
substrate CDW increases with stronger wire-substrate
hybridization but is a non-monotonic function of V . It
reaches a maximum at some value V before decreasing
gradually toward zero for V → ∞. This behavior is not
surprising as a perturbation expansion in power of tws
yields δ1 ∝ t2ws/V for V ≫ tws, tw. The behavior of δn
is similar in broader NLM with up to 15 legs. Finally,
we note that there is not any indication of the transi-
tion from the CDW phase to the band-insulating phase
at V = VBI in the CDW order parameters.
C. Gap
The existence or absence of a gap in the excitation
spectrum of the NLM in the thermodynamic limit can
be determined by extrapolating the finite-size gap (5)
to the limit 1/Lx → 0. For 1D correlated conductors
this extrapolation converges linearly to zero according to
conformal field theory analysis [10]. In Fig. 4 we illustrate
these extrapolations for a 3-leg and a 15-leg ladder and
several values of tws and V .
For weak interaction V = 3ts, Fig. 4(a) shows that the
extrapolations scale linearly to zero. These results con-
firm that the lowest excitations of the NLM are gapless
in this parameter regime, which is thus in a Luttinger liq-
uid phase. For a Luttinger liquid the slope of the linear
term in 1/Lx in the extrapolation is proportional to the
velocity ν∗ of elementary excitations. Using ~ = 1 and
a lattice constant a = 1, Ep(Lx) = πν/Lx for Lx ≫ 1.
We obtain ν ≈ 9.4ts for tws = 0.5ts and ν ≈ 6ts for
tws = 4ts from the data in Fig. 4(a). These velocities are
compatible to the exact result for the 1DSF chain [27]
ν∗ =
π
2
√
4t2w − V 2
arccos(V/2tw)
(9)
that yields ν∗ ≈ 7.8ts for V = tw = 3ts.
We have found that the convergence of the finite-size
gap toward zero and the value of the velocity change only
slightly with increasing number of legs. This confirms
that these excitations are mostly localized around the
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FIG. 4. Scaling of the single-particle gap Ep as a function of
the inverse ladder length 1/Lx for a 3-leg and a 15-leg NLM
at weak (tws = 0.5ts) and strong (tws = 4ts) wire-substrate
hybridization. The nearest-neighbor interaction on the wire
is (a) V = 3ts (b) V = 9ts, and (c) V = 15ts. The finite-size
gaps of the 1DSF model are also shown in panels (a) and (b).
wire leg in larger NLM. Therefore, we expect that the
3D wire-substrate model (2) also exhibits these quasi-
1D gapless excitations and thus that the Luttinger liquid
theory describes the low-energy physics of the wire at
weak coupling V , even when it is hybridized with the
substrate.
7For intermediate interaction strength, such as V = 9ts
displayed in Fig. 4(b), the extrapolation leads to a fi-
nite single-particle gap in the thermodynamic limit at
weak hybridization. For tws = 0.5ts the extrapolated gap
Ep ≈ 0.3ts is close to its value in the CDW phase of the
1DSF chain Ep ≈ 0.32ts. The CDW order parameter δ0
is also finite in that regime. Thus this result confirms the
existence of an insulating phase with long-range CDW or-
der in the wire. As the scaling with Lx remains almost
the same for NLM with increasing number of legs, we
expect this 1D CDW state to occur in the wire of the 3D
wire-substrate model (2) as well. The situation is differ-
ent for strong hybridization (tws = 4ts), where one can
see that the gap vanishes linearly (within the numerical
accuracy 10−2ts). The velocity is ν ≈ 10ts for the three-
leg ladder and decreases slightly with increasing number
of legs down to ν ≈ 9ts for Nleg = 15. The CDW order
parameter δ0 also vanishes for these parameters. Thus
for that parameter regime the NLM is still in a Luttinger
liquid phase. This confirms that the wire-substrate hy-
bridization increases the critical coupling VCDW that is
necessary to destabilize the Luttinger liquid and to in-
duce the long-range-ordered CDW insulator.
Figure 4(c) shows that for the strong coupling V = 15ts
the extrapolation results in finite values of Ep. For strong
hybridization tws = 4ts the extrapolated gap dimin-
ishes only slightly with increasing number of legs (from
Ep ≈ 1.7ts for the 3-leg ladder to Ep ≈ 1.4ts for the
15-leg ladder) and the CDW order parameter δ0 is finite.
Thus this case corresponds again to a CDW phase of the
NLM. However, the CDW gap in the NLM is now clearly
smaller than its value in the 1DSF chain Ep ≈ 4.7ts This
observation and the shifting of the critical coupling VCDW
to higher values show that the effective CDW-inducing
interaction in the wire is reduced by the wire-substrate
hybridization compared to the bare value V . For weak
hybridization (tws = 0.5ts), however, the extrapolated
gap diminishes significantly with increasing Nleg until it
reaches the effective band gap ∆s(Nleg). This case clearly
corresponds to the band-insulating phase as confirmed by
Fig. 1(a).
D. Correlation functions
In the previous subsections, we have shown that the
Luttinger liquid and CDW phases are robust against the
wire-substrate hybridization in the NLM. The effective
interaction leading to the CDW state seems to be weaker
than the bare interaction V , however. In the Luttinger
liquid phase the strength of correlations should be re-
flected in the behavior of correlation functions [9, 10].
A Luttinger liquid is characterized by a power-law de-
cay of the density-density correlations with an exponent
that depends on the interaction strength. The density
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FIG. 5. Density-density correlation functions F (x) on the
wire as a function of distance x in the leg direction for (a) a
three-leg NLM and (b) a 15-leg NLM with tws = 2ts and V =
4ts. Straight lines indicate the power-law fit |F (x)| ∝ |x|
−2K .
correlations on the wire is defined as
F (x0 − x) =
〈
g†x0wgx0wg
†
xwgxw
〉
(10)
− 〈g†x0wgx0w〉 〈g†xwgxw〉
where x0 =
Lx
2
is chosen to be in the middle of the ladder
for our DMRG computations and the expectation values
are calculated for the ground-state of the half-filled NLM.
According to the Luttinger liquid theory these density
correlations decay asymptotically as
F (x) ∼ cos(2kFx)
x2K
(11)
where K is the Luttinger liquid parameter. In Fig. 5
we display the absolute values of the density-density cor-
relation functions measured on the wire for a 3-leg and
a 15-leg NLM with tws = 2ts and V = 4ts. The over-
all power-law decay is clearly visible although the ladder
length is finite.
Thus the exponent 2K in Eq. (11) can be extracted
from the correlation functions calculated with DMRG for
finite length Lx using a simple power-law fit |F (x)| ∝
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FIG. 6. Exponent 2K calculated with DMRG as a function
of the bare nearest-neighbor interaction V for several values
of the wire-substrate hybridization tws in (a) a three-leg NLM
and (b) a 15-leg NLM. Solid lines show the exact result for
the 1DSF model (12). Dashed lines are guides for the eye.
|x|−2K . The results are plotted against the bare inter-
action V in Fig. 6 for a 3-leg and a 15-leg with several
values of tws. From the Bethe Ansatz solution of the
1DSF model we know that the Luttinger liquid parame-
ter K is given by [10]
K =
π
2
1
π − arccos(V/2tw) (12)
in the limit tws = 0. This relation is approximately
fulfilled for weak wire-substrate hybridizations but ob-
viously not for strong ones.
Figure 6 shows clearly that the exponent decreases
with increasing V from the exact resultK = 1 for an non-
interacting chain (V = 0) to the value K = 1
2
. Field the-
ory predicts that a transition to an insulating CDW state
occurs at this value ofK in a half-filled 1DSF system [10].
Therefore, we can determine the critical coupling VCDW
from our DMRG calculations using the condition K = 1
2
for the fitted correlation function exponents.
This procedure yields values for VCDW that are smaller
than the ones estimated from the vanishing of the order
parameter δ0 given by Eq. (8). We note that the extrap-
olated gaps in Sec. IVC as well as the central charges
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FIG. 7. Central charge of a three-leg NLM calculated with
Eq. (15) as a function of V for several tws.
determined from the entropy in the next subsection agree
better with the values of VCDW calculated from the Lut-
tinger exponents than with those determined from the
order parameter. This is not surprising as the calculation
of δ0 is quite inaccurate in the critical region as discussed
in Sec. IVB.
It is also clear in Fig. 6 that K and VCDW increase
with tws. Thus the wire-substrate hybridization reduces
the effective interaction in the wire in comparison to the
bare interaction V of the isolated wire and stabilizes the
Luttinger liquid phase with respect to the formation of
the insulating CDW state. Finally, we note again that
the results vary only slightly with the NLM width Nleg.
Therefore, both the gap extrapolations to the ther-
modynamic limit and the power-law decay of correlation
functions demonstrate the existence of a Luttinger liquid
phase in the NLM. In principle, one could check further
properties of Luttinger liquids such as the power-law be-
havior of the local density of states [28] or the renormal-
ization of the linear conductance [29] using DMRG. The
density of states has the advantage of being experimen-
tally accessible using scanning tunneling spectroscopy.
The computational cost of such computations is much
higher than for the quantities calculated in the present
work, however. Thus these properties will be investigated
in further works.
E. Scaling of entropy
The von Neumann entanglement entropy S is defined
using the reduced density matrix ρA of a subsystem A
S = −TrρA ln ρA. (13)
For critical 1D systems with open-boundary conditions
and length Lx that are divided into two pieces of length
9lx and Lx − lx, the entropy fulfills the relation
S(Lx, lx) =
c
6
ln
[
2Lx
π
sin
(
πlx
Lx
)]
+ c1 + sb, (14)
where c is the central charge, c1 is a non-universal con-
stant, and sb is the boundary entropy [30]. The central
charge is a useful information extracted from the finite-
size scaling of the entropy because it exhibits a discontin-
uous behavior at the critical point between the Luttinger
liquid phase and the CDW phase in the 1DSF model,
where it jumps from one to zero.
We used the entanglement entropy obtained with
DMRG for NLM with different lengths Lx and L
′
x to
calculate
c(Lx, L
′
x) = 6
[
S(Lx, Lx/2)− S(L′x, L′x/2)
ln(Lx)− ln(L′x)
]
. (15)
This quantity should approximate the central charge if
Eq. (14) is valid for a three-leg NLM with (at most) one
gapless excitation mode. Note that this is not the best
approach to compute the central charge with DMRG be-
cause of complicated finite-size and boundary effects [31]
but it is sufficient for our purpose. Yet we confine this
calculation to three-leg NLM.
Figure 7 shows our results as a function of V using
three-leg NLM of lengths Lx = 500 and L
′
x = 300. The
central charge appears to jump abruptly from a finite
value close to one at weak couplings V to zero for larger
couplings V . The positions of these jumps agree with
the critical couplings VCDW determined from the power-
law exponents for density-density correlation functions in
the previous subsection. Close to the critical couplings
VCDW our results are less accurate because the corre-
lation lengths can exceed the system sizes used (up to
Lx = 500). Eq. (15) may even return negative values
because the DMRG approximation to the ground state
in the shorter ladder is in the gapless phase and thus
is more entangled than the ground state of the longer
ladder, which is the CDW phase.
F. Influence of the ladder width
As explained in Sec II B the NLM properties should
agree with those of the 3D wire-substrate model (2) when
the odd number of legs Nleg is large enough. There-
fore, it is important to understand how these properties
changed with increasing Nleg. In the present work we
have found that ground-state properties measured close
to the wire and low-energy excitations vary very little
with Nleg when V < VBI, i.e. in the Luttinger liquid
and CDW phases. They vary significantly in the band
insulator phase for V > VBI, however. For instance, the
gap Ep [= ∆s(Nleg) in this phase] decreases as shown in
Fig. 1.
The main problem with the finite NLM width is that
the phase boundary VBI moves to significantly lower val-
ues when Nleg increases because it is determined by the
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FIG. 8. Single-particle gap Ep as a function of the number
of legs Nleg in the NLM for V = 11ts (squares) and 15ts
(circles) both with tws = 0.5ts. Horizontal lines indicate the
effective band gaps ∆s(Nleg) for noninteracting NLM with
Nleg = 7, 9, 11, 13 and 15 from top to bottom.
effective band gap ∆s(Nleg). Thus a NLM with a fixed
coupling V can jump from the CDW insulator phase to
the band insulator phase at some finite Nleg. This is il-
lustrated in Fig. 8 where we show the single-particle gap
Ep as a function of the number of legs for two values of V .
The three-leg NLM is in the CDW phase for both cou-
plings V as Ep < ∆s(Nleg = 3) ≈ 10.4ts. For Nleg ≫ 1
only the NLM with the weaker coupling (V = 11ts) re-
mains in the CDW phase because its gap Ep remains
smaller than limNleg→∞∆s(Nleg) = ∆s = 2ts while the
NLM with the stronger coupling (V = 15ts) moves to the
band insulator phase for Nleg > 9.
Therefore, it is difficult to determine the true extent
of the quasi-1D CDW phase in the 3D model (2) from
the NLM results. For the Luttinger liquid phase, how-
ever, the phase boundary (VCDW) varies little with Nleg
and thus we conclude that there is an extended param-
eter regime for which the low-energy physics of the 3D
model (2) is determined by a Luttinger liquid localized
around the wire.
V. CONCLUSION
We have investigated an interacting one-dimensional
spinless fermion system coupled to a three-dimensional
insulating substrate using a mapping to narrow ladder
models (NLM) and the DMRG method. We were able to
investigate the NLM properties as a function of the ladder
width systematically. Our results confirm that the NLM
approach is a useful tool to investigate correlated atomic
wires deposited on semiconducting substrates.
We have found that the low-energy excitations are lo-
calized on or close to the wire for a wide range of model
parameters and that the system exhibits the low-energy
properties of Luttinger liquids or quasi-one-dimensional
10
CDW insulators in this regime. These one-dimensional
phases occur even for strong hybridization between wire
and substrate. Thus our study confirms that Luttinger
liquids and one-dimensional CDW insulators are not al-
ways destroyed by the coupling to their three-dimensional
environment. Therefore, these phases could occur in the
low-energy properties of atomic wires deposited on semi-
conducting substrates.
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